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Release Notes – April 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For products not covered in these release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then 
click Resources > Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and 
download additional product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

Section 1:  Enhancements From Client Suggestions Forum 

The following features were submitted using Concur's Suggestion service, available 
via Concur's forums. They are now included in this service release. 

• Select Policy for Request at Batch or Request Level 
The Intelligent Capture user can now associate a policy to a group or single 
request using options within the application. 

 Each of the features in this section is described in brief here, and in more 
detail in their respective sections within this document - if you need additional 
information please refer to these sections. 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 2:  Invoice 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Select Policy at Batch or Request Level (Intelligent Capture) 

Overview  

Options available in Intelligent Capture 
now allow users to specify an Invoice 
policy at the batch or request level 
when processing requests. This means 
the Intelligent Capture user can specify 
a policy earlier in the invoice lifecycle. The request can always be re-associated to a 
different policy within Invoice (if necessary). 

This change is ideal for the site that incorporates different policies across 
departments or divisions, providing the flexibility to set the policy in advance from 
within Intelligent Capture. The user can now avoid the task of opening each request 
in the Request List page following import to apply the correct policy to the request. 

How It Works - What the User Sees 

When running a batch, the user types the External ID value in the Batch_Policy_ID 
field: 

 

Now all requests in that batch will be associated with the policy unless the user 
elects to override it at the invoice level. A user can do this from within Intelligent 
Capture by specifying a different External ID using the Policy_ID field in the Verify 
panel: 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement allows the user to 
assign a policy to a request earlier in 
the invoice lifecycle. 
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How the Policy is Associated to a Request During Import 

Requests that are not associated with a policy will automatically be associated with 
the default policy configured for the Payment Request Import job definition. 
However, requests associated with policies may be either assigned a different policy 
or unassigned entirely by the system under certain circumstances.  

These include: 

• Reassigning to a user's default policy because the assigned policy is invalid 

• Unassigning the request from the Invoice Owner because the owner does not 
have access to the assigned policy 

Specifying the External ID 

Policies are given a full descriptive Name, and they also have an External ID for 
use in specifying policy outside Invoice. A 20-character ID is supplied by default, but 
any short descriptor can be used. For example, if a company had different policies 
per region, the user could use values of “US” and “UK” in the External ID field. This 
is available to the (Global) Payment Configuration administrator in the classic 
interface under Policies.  

 Refer to the Intelligent Capture User Guide and the Intelligent Capture Setup 
Guide for more information. 
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Specify Policy at Request Level (E-Invoice via Payment Request 
Import) 

Overview  

The Payment Request Import can now 
be used to specify a policy at the record 
(request) level, providing a means to 
override the default policy assigned to 
the user or the default policy configured 
when the job was created. This is useful 
for clients sending direct e-invoices to Concur. 

How It Works 

Currently, a default policy is specified when the Payment Request Import job is 
created. This policy is then assigned by default to every request that is imported 
under that job definition. With this release, policy can be specified (overridden) at 
the record (request) level, using the External ID field of the 300-level record set.  

 
Field Name 

Definition Required? Description 

External ID  N Represents the External ID of a policy. 
This value will be used to look up a 
policy based on its external ID. 

When the system encounters a value in this record, it overwrites any existing policy 
for the request and assigns the policy specified in the record instead.  

 For notes on how to configure available External ID choices, see the section 
Select Policy at Batch or Request Level (Intelligent Capture) above. 

How a Policy is Assigned or Overridden by the System 

The order of precedence for policy assignment is as follows (assumes policy is valid 
for user): 

• The system honors the value in External ID of the Payment Request Import 
- Or, if not found - 

• The system honors the default policy assigned to the user during user setup 
- Or, if not found - 

• The system honors the default policy of the job definition via Integration 
Administrator 

If an assigned policy is not valid for a given user, the request is marked as 
unassigned, to be handled by the AP User. 

 Refer to Chapter 8: Payment Request Import of the Invoice - Import and 
Extract File Specifications for more information. 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement provides flexibility in 
assigning policies to requests and 
removes the need to manually perform 
this task within Invoice. 
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Add the Account Number Field to Vendor Payment Information 

Overview  

With this release clients can elect to 
specify information in a new Account 
Number field on the Vendor form. 
Doing this facilitates Invoice Pay by 
allowing the buyer to include the unique 
account number their vendor knows 
them by within this field.  The system automatically passes this information in the 
remittance advice included with their payments. 

Setting this data once, at the vendor level, alleviates the need to add it to each 
payment demand in the Notes to Supplier field. If specified, Account Number data 
will be included in Invoice Pay remittance advice, even if the Account Number field 
has not been added to the vendor form. 

On-Demand and Overnight Vendor Import Changes 

This field is now added, and available by default, when using the On Demand Vendor 
Import feature, and is also included in both the Version 2 (legacy) and Version 3 
(current) Vendor Imports. In both cases the field is ignored when no value is 
provided. 

Adding the Field 

The field is not included in the Vendor form by default. The Payment Configuration 
administrator adds this field using the Forms tool in Concur Vendor Payment (the 
classic interface).  

 

Adding the field in Vendor Payment exposes it in all variations of any vendor 
information page (the Request New Vendor page is shown below): 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement improves payments 
by streamlining remittance 
identification between the vendor and 
buyer. 
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The Vendor Information page is shown below: 

 

NOTE: As with all vendor-related data, specifying an account number for an existing 
vendor in Concur does not automatically update the information in the client's 
ERP - it is the responsibility of the client to update their systems when adding 
account number data. 

 Refer to Vendor Manager User Guide, Chapter 3, Approved Vendor Import - 
Invoice V2 (Retired) and Chapter 4, Approved Vendor Import - Invoice V3 
(Current) in the Invoice - Import and Extract File Specifications manual for 
more information. 

New Currencies (Intelligent Capture) 

Two new currencies have been added to Intelligent Capture: 

• HUF Hungarian forint 

• INR Indian rupee 
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Section 3:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and 
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. 
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to 
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 

No additional configuration is required to use this feature. 
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Section 4:  Resolved Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Defect ID Case/Defect Description Client 

CRMC-
23171 

110302-
000695 

N/A Product/Feature: Invoice/Proxy 

Description: A user searching for another user 
to act as a Proxy for sees no results to their 
search query. 

Resolution: An issue with multiple Groups 
causing multiple proxy entries in the role map 
table is causing this issue. This is now fixed. 

Superior Essex 
Inc. 
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Legal Notice 

This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive 
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this 
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system, 
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of 
Concur Technologies, Inc. 

Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at 
the time of this document's publication: 

 

Travel & Expense, April 2011 

 

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to 
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any 
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this 
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from 
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the 
information contained in this document.  

© 2004 – 2011 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights 
reserved. 

Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and 
product names are the property of their respective owners. 

Published by Concur Technologies, Inc. 
18400 NE Union Hill Road 
Redmond, Washington  98052 
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Release Notes – May 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers. 

For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional 
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 1:  Invoice 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Reassign a Policy for a Payment Request 

Overview  

The Invoice Owner and AP User can 
now reassign a payment request from 
one policy to any other policy they have 
access to using the Actions menu. This 
new functionality reduces the number of steps needed to perform this task and 
allows the current owner to reassign directly, without backoffice help. 

This functionality has been available to the AP User for unassigned requests, but with 
this release the ability is now extended to the AP User from within the open request, 
and to the Invoice Owner through the All Request and Unsubmitted views.  

POLICY REASSIGNMENT DETAILS 

To change the policy for a request for the Invoice Owner the request must not yet be 
submitted for approval. To change the policy for the AP user the request must either 
be assigned to the AP User, or in an unassigned state.  

REASSIGNING THE POLICY FOR THE PAYMENT REQUEST 

A payment request can have the policy changed by either selecting it in the Request 
List row grid (explained below), or by opening the request and using the identical 
menu command available from the Actions menu.  

 To change the policy of the payment request: 

1. Search for the request whose policy you want to change. 

2. Select the request on the result list, then click the Actions menu to open it. 

3. Point to Change Policy, then select a policy from the cascading menu that 
appears. 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement speeds the process 
of changing policies in Invoice. 
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4. The new policy is applied to the request by the system. 

 Refer to the Invoice: Invoice AP User Guide for more information. 
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Section 2:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and 
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. 
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to 
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 

No additional configuration is required to use this feature. 
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Section 3:  Resolved Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

110309-
000545 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Policy 

Description: When creating a payment request the user's default policy is 
not automatically associated with the request as expected. Instead, the user 
must manually select the policy and, in doing so, finds it is not at the top of 
the selection list as a default policy for a user should be. 

Resolution: The code is modified to correct a javascript function that 
returned the wrong default policy from a mix of policies, some of which should 
not have been available to the user. 

110418-
000626 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Allocation Import 

Description: An allocation import that includes a connected list configured to 
copy down the first segment from the header results in a failure of allocation 
distribution when the import encounters a hidden field type.   

Resolution: The code is modified to now support default allocation values 
when importing allocations. 

110502-
000619 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Cache on Loading 

Description: Clicking the Invoice tab to access Invoice results in the system 
loading the required page too slowly. This is caused by a large number of 
expense types that exceeds the cache size available to the system. 

Workaround: The code is modified to add compression to the items being 
cached so that maximum limit on the cache component will not be exceeded.  
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Section 4:  Known Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

110420-
000096  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Approval 

Description: The Organize button on the Approve Requests page does not 
sort all items correctly. Items that should organize alphabetically instead sort 
in a random order. 

Workaround: There is not workaround at this time - this issue will be fixed in 
a future release. 
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Legal Notice 

This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive 
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this 
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system, 
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of 
Concur Technologies, Inc. 

Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at 
the time of this document's publication: 

 

Travel & Expense, May 2011 

 

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to 
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any 
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this 
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from 
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the 
information contained in this document.  

© 2004 – 2011 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights 
reserved. 

Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and 
product names are the property of their respective owners. 

Published by Concur Technologies, Inc. 
18400 NE Union Hill Road 
Redmond, Washington  98052 
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Release Notes – June 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers. 

For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional 
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 1:  Invoice 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Intelligent Capture: Improvements in Fingerprinting  

Overview  

An enhancement in this service release 
addresses performance issues during 
the Rulerunner and Verify steps for 
sites that work with a large set of 
fingerprints. The solution to this issue is to identify the field coordinates in separate 
fingerprint files rather than within one large file. 

Configuration 

 No additional configuration is required to use this feature. 

 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement resolves an ongoing 
issue with users of Intelligent Capture. 
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Section 2:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and 
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. 
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to 
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 

No additional configuration is required to use this feature. 
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Section 3:  Resolved Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

110516-
000739  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Payment Request 

Description: An Unexpected Software Error (UE) is generated when 
attempting to copy an existing payment request. 

Resolution: The existing payment request was associated with an older 
header form, while the newer request was not using the update header form 
on the copy action. The code is changed to now associate the new, copied 
request with the new form. 

110505-
001000 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Forms & Fields 

Description: Field access set by role (in this case, the Processor) is not 
honored by the system. Processor should see and have edit privileges for 
Custom fields, but instead these fields are neither visible nor editable to this 
role.  

Resolution: The code is modified to change the launching of the vendor 
modal to use the effective role from the request. 

110428-
000369  

Product/Feature: Invoice/COA Workflow 

Description: An Invoice user who creates and submits a request in Cost 
Object Workflow (COA) is incorrectly prompted to approve their own request 
since they are also a COA Approver. They should be skipped in this scenario. 

Resolution: The code is modified to now skip the Approver when the previous 
approval step times out and the next Approver in the COA workflow is also the 
user who created and submitted the request. 

110414-
000418  

Product/Feature: Intelligent Capture/Import to Invoice 

Description: Intelligent Capture batches are being imported to the wrong 
directory. They are being routed to the batch directory instead of the correct 
payment request import directory. 

Resolution: An outstanding issue is causing this problem. To fix this issue, a 
utility function is now inserted into the code that will delete variables 
preventing the file from being loaded into the correct directory. 
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Section 4:  Known Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

110420-
000096  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Approval 

Description: The Organize button on the Approve Requests page does not 
sort all items correctly. Items that should organize alphabetically instead sort 
in a random order. 

Workaround: There is not workaround at this time - this issue will be fixed in 
a future release. 

091209-
000752 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow 

Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step 
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported. 

Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor 
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step. 
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step. 
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Legal Notice 

This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive 
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this 
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system, 
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of 
Concur Technologies, Inc. 

Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at 
the time of this document's publication: 

 

Travel & Expense, June 2011 

 

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to 
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any 
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this 
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from 
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the 
information contained in this document.  

© 2004 – 2011 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights 
reserved. 

Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and 
product names are the property of their respective owners. 

Published by Concur Technologies, Inc. 
18400 NE Union Hill Road 
Redmond, Washington  98052 
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Release Notes – July 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers. 

For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional 
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 1:  Invoice 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Invoice Received Date Available in Standard Accounting Extract  

A new field, Invoice Received Date, is now included in the Payment Request 
Accounting extract. This field contains the date value that represents the day on 
which the invoice was received by the buyer (much like the Accounts Payable 
department "stamp" when invoice is received, opened, and then stamped with the 
day's date). 

This field occupies position 51 and replaces the Future Use 4 field: 
 

Col 
# 

Field Name Data Type Format Description Client Field 
Definition 

51 Invoice 
Received Date 

Date mm/dd/
yyyy 

The value of the 
date on which the 
invoice was 
received (as 
Accounts Payable 
"stamp" when 
mail opened). 

 

 Refer to Chapter 7: Payment Request Accounting Extract for more 
information. 
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Section 2:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and 
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. 
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to 
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 

No additional configuration is required to use this feature. 
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Section 3:  Resolved Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

RNOW  Product/Feature: Invoice/AREA 

Description:  

Resolution:  
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Section 4:  Known Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

091209-
000752 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow 

Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step 
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported. 

Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor 
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step. 
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step. 
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Release Notes – August 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers. 

For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional 
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 1:  Invoice 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Payment Method Type Available in Standard Accounting Extract  

A new field, Payment Method Type, is now included in the Payment Request 
Accounting extract. This field contains one of the four supported methods used to 
reimburse the vendor. 

This field occupies position 52 and replaces the Future Use 5 field: 
 

Col 
# 

Field Name Data Type Format Description Client Field 
Definition 

52 Payment 
Method Type 

String Valid 
options 
include: 

• ACH 

• Client 
(that 
is, 
client 
paid) 

• Check 

The method used 
to pay the 
invoice, as of the 
point in time the 
extract is run. 
NOTE: it is 
possible for the 
method to be 
changed or 
updated post-
extract through 
either the 
Payment 
Confirmation 
import (if the 
client controls 
payments), or 
through Invoice 
Pay (using 
Payment 
Manager). 

 

 Refer to Chapter 7: Payment Request Accounting Extract for more 
information. 
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Section 2:  Resolved Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

110805-
000100 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Request Management 

Description: Payment due dates are not being calculated properly when 
using a European date format of dd/mm/yyyy. 

Resolution: The code is modified to correct the logic that calculates the 
Payment Due Date value - it now accounts for users of all date format types. 

110719-
001024  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Form Fields 

Description: Request to display the Payment Amount field on the Invoice 
header form as a read-only field by default for all users. 

Resolution: The Payment Amount field can now be added to the Invoice 
header form. However, since the value that populates this field is final after an 
extract and confirmation of payment is performed, the field will default to 
read-only to all users, but is configurable for access rights. 

The field is available to: 

• Copy down source and destination 

• Both Audit and Workflow rules 

• The Processor as a column and as a query 

• The Payment Accounting extract 

110802-
001324  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Vendor Payment Confirmation Import 

Description: A user creates a payment request and then routes the request 
through the system, including extract. On importing using the Vendor 
Payment Confirmation import, the Processor finds that CARD is an invalid 
option for the Payment Method field - the system returns an error message 
stating the CARD enum is incorrect. 

Resolution: The code is modified to now add CARD as a valid value for this 
field in the Vendor Payment Confirmation import. 
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Section 3:  Known Issues - Invoice 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

091209-
000752 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow 

Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step 
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported. 

Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor 
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step. 
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step. 
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Section 4:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and 
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. 
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to 
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 
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Release Notes – September 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers. 

For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional 
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 1:  Features For This Release 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Japanese Users: North to South Sort Order of Prefectures 

Overview 

Users working in a Japanese locale will 
now view and choose from a list that 
orders prefectures from North to South 
rather than the traditional alpha sorting 
order.  

This change is available in selected areas of Invoice for this service release, such as 
the Request entry form and User Profile for the user, and in the State/Province 
helper and Locations modules for the administrator. It will be applied to 
administrative tools in future service releases.  

The figure below shows the sorting order for a user choosing their preferred Country 
value of Japan, then choosing the subdivision of State/Province from a sorted 
order from North (Hokkaido) to South (Okinawa): 

 

Configuration 

No additional configuration is required to use this feature. 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement helps the Japanese 
user by providing a familiar localized 
presentation. 
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Section 2:  Resolved Issues 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

110729-
000121  

Product/Feature: Invoice/User Interface 

Description: Under certain circumstances, the Details menu will continue to 
display in the browser even when the user has navigated to a new page.  

Resolution: The code is modified to remove ID values that were conflicting 
with one another. New ID values will be introduced in a future service release. 

110811-
000204  

Product/Feature: Invoice/COA Email Notifications 

Description: The second Approver in a COA workflow receives an email 
notification that states the Approver has had a request awaiting approval for 1 
day when in fact the request has just entered that Approver's queue.  

Resolution: The code is modified to correct an email reminder job that was 
computing the number of days the request was waiting for approval from the 
original entry date instead of the updated entry date of the second Approver's 
approval step.  

 

 

http://dashboard.concur.com/dashboard/casedetails.htm?refno=110729-000121
http://dashboard.concur.com/dashboard/casedetails.htm?refno=110729-000121
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Section 3:  Known Issues 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

091209-
000752 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow 

Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step 
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported. 

Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor 
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step. 
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step. 
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Section 4:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and 
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. 
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to 
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 
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Release Notes – October 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers. 

For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional 
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 1:  Features For This Release 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Purchase Order (PO) Matching for Non-Inventory / 2-way Match Now 
Available (Early Adopter Program) 

Overview  

Purchase Order (PO) Matching helps 
companies maintain control by verifying 
and approving any exceptions before 
paying Suppliers, such as limiting 
payment to the quoted price, terms, 
and quantity ordered. 

PO Matching is focused on non-
inventory spend, and is designed to 
work in conjunction with existing PO creation systems.  

Clients who are a good fit for this feature will: 

• Have a system that creates and routes POs 

• Use Concur for non-inventory POs (services and goods requiring 2-way 
match) rather than inventory POs (parts, manufacturing, and other goods 
requiring 3-way match) 

• Not require Blanket POs (“master” POs that have multiple sub-POs; for 
example, a $1M marketing campaign extending over 6 months) 

Early Adopter Program Available 

The PO feature is available in an Early Adopter program to clients that match the 
profile described above. If you’re interested in this program, read the User Guide 
(see link below) to understand the detailed functionality and confirm whether the 
feature is a good fit. If so, contact your Concur Account Manager for more 
information.  

Business Purpose 

This feature helps companies authorize 
spend before it occurs, while retaining 
visibility and control. Companies can 
more easily put spend on purchase 
orders, catch exceptions, and route to 
owners for resolution, all within a 
central automated system. 
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How a PO Request is Processed 

1.  Invoice Capture 

♦ PO and non-PO invoices can be captured centrally 

♦ Non-PO invoices route through the normal Approval Workflow  

2.  Association and Initial Match 

♦ PO invoices are associated to the PO, based on the entered PO number 

♦ For centralized organizations, AP Users first complete invoice coding 

♦ Concur has a real-time copy of PO data from client ERP (via web service) 

♦ Match Rules are run for the first time when the Invoice Owner is 
established (Assign), and exceptions are flagged 

♦ Match Rules (just like Audit or Workflow Rules) are configurable by the 
client, including tolerance levels 

3. Resolve Exceptions 

♦ Invoice Owner reviews and resolves exceptions 

♦ The system expedites resolution with complete visibility into the 
associated PO, and a side-by-side view for easy comparison 

♦ Invoice Owner makes adjustments if policy allows, and if necessary, 
routes to other employees (such as Purchasing) for questions or edits 
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♦ Backoffice has visibility and traceability for all invoices in the system 

4. Submit 

♦ All exceptions must be resolved prior to request submission 

♦ Additional approvals can occur, but due to PO pre-approval, most 
companies route invoices directly to back-office 

♦ Any PO updates, such as status, or amount changes (if allowed), are 
communicated back to ERP via extract 

5. Process for Payment 

♦ The invoice is moved to final processing and payment 

The Invoice Owner uses the View My Requests link to display the default 
Unsubmitted Requests list, showing all requests, both PO and non-PO. PO 
requests are clearly marked by Match Status type and color indicator. 

 

A PO Matching Summary view brings together all aspects of the request in a single 
view with options to drill into the request, the PO, or take actions using options on 
the page. 
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 Information is available in the documentation listed below - click a link 
directly to open the document (note that login credentials may be required to 
access the documentation): 

♦ User Guide 

♦ Setup Guide 

♦ Purchase Order Web Service 

Invoice Users Can Now Assign Requests Directly to Another User 

Overview 

An Invoice Owner assigned an 
unsubmitted payment request can now 
assign that request with full ownership 
rights to another user. The purpose of 
this enhancement is to remove the AP 
User from their traditional role of 
identifying and assigning these request 
types. With this update, the owners can perform this task themselves, without any 
additional steps by the backoffice staff. 

Requirements and Restrictions for Assignment Between Owners 

This functionality is available to users assigned the Invoice User role (only), and 
permits reassignments to either another Invoice User or the AP User. This 
functionality extends to both the standard payment request and PO payment 
requests. The request must be unsubmitted to perform the action. 

How It Works 

To assign the request, the current Invoice Owner opens the request and uses the 
Assign button to display the Assign Request dialog box. Typing in the name of the  
new owner in the Choose Employee box causes the name to appear for selection: 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement provides additional 
flexibility in request assignment, and 
reduces the overall workload required 
to assign requests between Invoice 
Owners. 

http://www.concurtraining.com/customers/tech_pubs/Docs/_Current/UG_Inv/Inv_UG_PO.doc
http://www.concurtraining.com/customers/tech_pubs/Docs/_Current/SG_Inv/Inv_SG_PO.doc
https://developer.concur.com/api-documentation/web-services/purchase-order
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The assigner can elect to include a comment but this is optional. Any comment that 
is provided is retained in the Comment history for the request.  

Clicking Assign completes the action, and grants full ownership of the request to the 
new owner. 

 

Configuration 

To activate this feature a Service Request must be submitted to Concur so that each 
policy can be configured.   

 Refer to Invoice: Polices Setup Guide for more information. 
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Transaction ID Value Now Included in Failed Request Import Error Log 

Overview 

A failed Payment Request import job will 
now include the transaction 
identification number alongside other 
tracking data in the job run log for those 
records in the feed that caused the job 
to fail. This additional information can help the user quickly identify and correct the 
erroneous record(s) so that the import can be re-run successfully. 

This feature applies to all methods of request import, including manually through a 
payment request job definition created by the Integration administrator, or when 
importing requests using OB10 or Intelligent Capture.  

Configuration 

The Integration Administrator (Restricted) role must be assigned to the user who will 
investigate a job feed failure using the classic interface. 

Request Buyer ID Added to Payment Request Accounting Extract 

Overview 

The Request Buyer ID value can now 
be extracted from Invoice to the client 
ERP using the Payment Request 
accounting extract job.  

Configuration 

Configuration of the job definition is required to use this feature - contact Concur 
Client Services to submit a Service Request or contact your Concur administrator. 

 Refer to the Payment Request Accounting Extract for more information. 

Employee Import: New Invoice Role Importer Record Set 

Overview 

A new Invoice Employee Import record 
set is now available within the Employee 
Import. This record set is used by the 
Integration administrator to assign 
Invoice-specific roles and preferences to 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement expands the data 
values that can be extracted from 
Invoice. 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement provides additional 
information helpful to understanding 
what records failed in the job. 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement allows the import of 
roles to an Invoice user within a single 
record set. 
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an employee they identify by their unique employee ID.  

The Invoice Employee Import feed includes selected Invoice roles and preferences, 
and is intended to be used as the primary non-Group roles and preferences 
assignment feed for Invoice users going forward. 

Using the New 360-Level Record Set 

The fields are used just as any other fields in the employee import, keeping in mind 
that the 400 record set must always be used to assign roles by group. Users who 
have relied on the 300 and 310 record sets to assign roles and preferences by import 
to their Invoice users can now do so using the new 360 level. If the administrator 
uses a combination of 300 or 310 level records with the 360 record note that the last 
record of any given same-name field takes precedence.  

For example, the assignment of the Invoice Approver role in the 300 record is 
overwritten by the same name field value in the 360 record if the following 
conditions apply: 

• The 300 record set is run before the 360 record set 

• The 360 record set is different than the 300 record set 

That is, the last same field record value encountered by the system is the value that 
will be applied to the employee identified by the Employee ID value.  

Configuration 

Configuration of the job definition is required to use this feature - contact Concur 
Client Services to submit a Service Request or contact your Concur administrator. 

 Refer to Chapter 4: Employee Import in the Expense – Import and Extract 
Specifications Guide for more information. 
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Section 2:  Resolved Issues 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

110921-
001068   

Product/Feature: Invoice/Request Copy Action 

Description: Copying a request that has been approved results in a copied 
request that incorrectly retains the First Approval Date of the original. 

Resolution: The code is modified to clear out the First Approval Date of the 
copied request. 

110902-
000245 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Audit Rules 

Description: An Audit Rule created by and for one Group incorrectly fires 
exceptions for a second Group's requests.  

Resolution: The code is modified to update the Audit Rule service to no 
longer accept a hierarchy node key that is not associated with the owner of a 
request. 

110816-
000380  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Columns Interface 

Description: A sort order control exists for the Last Comment column on 
several List type pages - this column is not meant to be sortable and should 
be removed. 

Resolution: The sortable function control on the My Request, Assign, and 
Approve list type pages is now removed. 

110727-
000516  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Cost Object Workflow 

Description: Recalling a request in cost object workflow incorrectly causes 
the workflow to reach completion but not be marked as Complete, and 
Approval Timeout jobs to select and process the recalled request. 

Resolution: The code is modified to now complete the cost object workflow 
steps during the Recall process. 

110907-
001238  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Intelligent Capture 

Description: Conversion of some PDF format files to TIFF file format is 
failing. The issue is traced to a newer PDF format that is failing during the 
Rulerunner step in Capture. 

Resolution: The convertor component used to convert these files types is 
now updated, and this fix will reduce failures in Capture when running the 
Rulerunner step. 
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Section 3:  Known Issues 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

091209-
000752 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow 

Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step 
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported. 

Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor 
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step. 
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step. 
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Section 4:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

Beginning in April a table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and 
proceeds to Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. 
The design of the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to 
quickly identify their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 
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Legal Notice 

This document contains proprietary information and data that is the exclusive 
property of Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. No part of this 
document may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrievable system, 
translated into any language, or otherwise used in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of 
Concur Technologies, Inc. 

Information contained in this document applies to the following products in effect at 
the time of this document's publication: 

 

Invoice Management, October 2011 

 

The above product(s) and information contained in this document are subject to 
change without notice. Accordingly, Concur Technologies, Inc. disclaims any 
warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information contained in this 
document, and assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly from 
any error, omission, or discrepancy between the above product(s) and the 
information contained in this document.  

© 2004 – 2011 Concur Technologies, Inc., Redmond, Washington. All rights 
reserved. 

Concur® is the trademark of Concur Technologies, Inc. All other company and 
product names are the property of their respective owners. 

Published by Concur Technologies, Inc. 
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Redmond, Washington  98052 
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Release Notes – November 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers. 

For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional 
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 1:  Features For This Release 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Invoice Admin: Localization Link Now Available 

Overview  

With this release the Invoice 
administrator can now access the 
Localization link through the Invoice 
Admin menu. Prior to this change the 
Invoice user assigned the Shared 
Configuration administrator would use the Expense Admin menu to access 
localization options. 

This link is available by clicking Invoice Admin > Localization as shown in the 
figure below: 

 

NOTE: The Invoice-only product model requires that the Shared Configuration 
Administrator role be granted in order to access administrative functions. 

 Refer to Shared: Localization User Guide and the Shared: User Administration 
User Guide for more information. 

Payment Manager Can Void & Reissue Payment Demand Paid by Check 

Overview  

A Payment Manager can now void and 
then reissue a check to a supplier under 
conditions where the supplier was 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement provides additional 
flexibility for the Check payment type. 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement provides an Invoice-
only client with direct access to the 
Localization feature options. 
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issued a check but never received it.  

How It Works 

Voiding and reissuing a check requires a payment demand with a Payment Method of 
Check and a Status of Paid. The Payment Manager searches for and locates the 
desired payment demand.   

 

The specific demand within the batch is displayed: 

 

The Payment Manager selects the demand and clicks Reissue Check from the 
Actions menu: 

 

The system prompts for the required comment by displaying the Reissue Check 
dialog box.  
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The manager clicks OK to complete the action. This comment will appear in the Audit 
Trail:  

 

The system will then perform the following actions: 

• The superseded check's number and associated payment date are cleared out 

• A new payment demand is created and scheduled for the next batch 

• The Audit Trail is updated with comments and an action of Reissued Check 
Payment is applied to the payment requests in the demand 

• Workflow is rolled back to the previous step (Extracted) and a status of Not 
Complete is applied  so payment processing can occur once again 

• The new payment ID and updated payment dates are displayed to the user 

 Refer to the Payment Manager online Help by clicking Help > Invoice 
Administration Help for more information. 

Reviewer Can Now Quickly Add Line Items to Regular Payment Request 

Overview  

Reviewers can now use the Add Line 
Items window to easily add multiple 
line items. Prior to this release this 
streamlined multi-add functionality was 
only available to roles typically involved 
in initial request creation. Now, this feature is extended to any request being 
reviewed by the Invoice Owner, Processor, or Approver. This is especially useful for 
clients whose reviewers’ permissions allow them to make extensive edits or additions 
to line items.  

The window appears by clicking Add Item, available when a request is opened. A 
popup appears for selection of the expense type, and the steps to add the line items 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement extends a time-
saving functionality to other roles in 
Invoice. 
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are essentially identical to those used to add expense types on creation of the 
request. A standard request being reviewed is shown in the figure below: 

 

Delegate Can Receive Email Notification on Request Assignment 

Overview  

The email notification sent to notify an 
Invoice user that they have been 
assigned a payment request can now be 
sent simultaneously to that user's 
delegate. The email notification differs 
slightly in the Subject line, but is 
essentially identical to the notification the user receives. 

Configuration 

In order for a delegate to receive email notifications of newly-assigned requests, the 
following options must be activated: 

• A Delegate Configuration must be configured and must have either the 
Delegate can prepare requests OR the Delegate can submit requests 
options selected (failure to activate these check boxes means they do not 
appear for selection in the current interface).  

This is done in the classic user interface by selecting Shared Configuration 
Administrator > Payment Delegates to open the Add Delegate 
Configuration page: 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement alerts the delegate 
to incoming work and can prevent 
requests from languishing if the new 
owner is unable to take action. 
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• The Delegate must have email notification permissions. This is configured in 
Profile > Invoice Settings > Invoice Delegates by selecting the 
Receives Emails check box for the delegate: 

 

Once this configuration is completed the delegate will now receive email notifications 
that payment requests have been assigned to the employee they delegate for. 

 Refer to Invoice: Delegate Configuration Setup Guide for more information. 

Intelligent Capture: Mark Invoice for Exclusion from Processing 

Overview  

The Intelligent Capture user can now 
elect to prevent one or more invoices 
from being included in the final 
processed batch. This enhancement 
addresses issues where a single poor 
image quality invoice might force a rerun of the entire batch, this time without the 
"bad" invoice. Now, that invoice can be tagged for exclusion during the review 
process by using options in the Verify panel. 

How It Works 

During the verification cycle the user now has the option of tagging an invoice to 
exclude it from the final processed batch. To do this, they open the batch invoice and 
use the Skip Invoice field dropdown control, selecting Yes to prevent that invoice 
from being included in the final batch, as shown in the figure below: 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement speeds the batch 
process and gives the user greater 
control over batch processing. 
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Zero No Longer Supported as a Value in the Header Total Field 

In tandem with this enhancement, please note that the system will now run logic to 
determine how a zero value is calculated for the header Total field. A zero value is 
supported only under conditions where (as an example) two line items, one negative, 
one positive, cancel each other out to render a value of zero. Otherwise, a value of 
zero is not supported and the system will generate an error indicating this. 

 Refer to Concur Invoice Intelligent Capture User Guide for more information. 

Intelligent Capture - Original Scanned Image is now Passed to Invoice 
Processing 

Overview  

Users and reviewers who work with 
imported images created within 
Intelligent Capture will now see images 
with improved clarity and readability.  

To achieve this, the system will now return the original scanned image for display 
instead of converting it to a 200dpi image file and returning that image. If the image 
is a PDF, it is converted to 600dpi and that file is returned for display. This level of 
detail ensures that the reviewer can work with the image without issues of blurring 
or fuzzy text, logos, and figures. 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement reduces the problem 
of hard-to-read invoice images. 
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Section 2:  Resolved Issues 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

110722-
001213  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Intelligent Capture 

Description: Duplicate image created from original and associated with the 
payment request is blurry or otherwise hard to read. Clients would prefer that 
the original image be associated with the request instead for clarity and 
readability. 

Resolution: The November service release will include the ability for the 
system to attach to the request the original image re-saved in either TIFF or a 
high-resolution PDF format. 

110909-
001027  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Capture 

Description: A processed invoice that includes a vendor with no zip code 
value results in a pipe ("|") character populating the Zip Code field of the 
Verify panel. While this field is not validated and other information will ensure 
a successful import, this is unsightly and should be resolved. 

Workaround: A fix for this issue is included in this service release.  

111017-
001393  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Vendor Import 

Description: Vendor import job feed is failing when a data file with an 
unusually large number of records is being processed. The system displays an 
error message that the internal stored procedure has failed. 

Resolution: The issue was resolved by adding better batch processing related 
to large import files. 

111101-
001022  

Product/Feature: Invoice/Payment Request Import 

Description: A payment request import results in incorrect dates when the 
environments locale settings do not match the import's date format. 

Resolution: The issue is resolved by no longer relying on determining the 
locale used by the environment and instead update the import to always parse 
the date according to the known format of the import file. 
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Section 3:  Known Issues 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

091209-
000752 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow 

Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step 
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported. 

Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor 
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step. 
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step. 
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Section 4:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

A table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and proceeds to 
Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. The design of 
the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to quickly identify 
their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 
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Release Notes – December 2011 

Finding Additional Product Release Notes 

For Travel release notes, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Document Library > Travel and then either TMC Partner or Direct Customers. 

For all other products, log in to Concur Client Central, then click Resources > 
Release Documentation > Release Notes to select and download additional 
product-specific release notes matching your Concur solution(s): 

 

https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
https://community.concur.com/web/guest/home
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Section 1:  Features For This Release 

The following features are included in this service release.  

Intelligent Capture: Currency Support Full Parity 

Overview  

All currencies that are active on the 
Concur Travel & Expense platform for 
Expense and Invoice can now be 
selected within Intelligent Capture. 
These are available as an option under 
the Currency dropdown control in the Start Batch panel. This dropdown drives 
currency at the batch level, which will in turn set the currency that appears in 
Invoice on the request header. 

 

 Refer to Invoice: Intelligent Capture User Guide for more information. 

Mexican Digital Invoice in CFD XML Format Support 

Overview  

Mexico has recently mandated that, 
when sending an invoice to a buyer, 
suppliers comply with new regulations 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement brings currency 
parity to Intelligent Capture. 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement allows for storage of 
the new Mexican XML invoice file 
alongside the payment request. 
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requiring the CFD (Comprobante Fiscal Digital) invoice be in XML file format. In turn, 
the buyer is required to present this file on request for tax compliance or auditing 
purposes.  

To accommodate this requirement, Invoice now supports upload and attachment of 
the CFD file type to the payment request. The upload is limited to a single CFD XML 
file type that can be overwritten by a new upload, or deleted altogether. Viewing the 
file is done by hover over of the CFD icon ( ) on list type and other screens, or 
within the request itself. 

Configuration 

Before the user can upload in XML format, the administrator must first activate the 
feature at the Group level. This done by accessing the Group Configurations tool in 
the classic Payment interface, opening a group for modification, and selecting the 
Allow users to upload CFD attachments check box as shown in the figure below: 

 

NOTE: Since the activation is Group-based, the administrator should consider what 
employees require this feature, and thus must be part of the Group either 
directly or by inheritance; for example, by region such as "South - Mexico."  

Uploading the CFD XML File 

For the user, the experience of uploading the CFD file is virtually identical to any 
other file upload in Invoice. The user ensures the CFD file is available for upload, 
then attaches it by selecting the CFD Attachment > Attach CFD command on the 
Actions menu: 
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The Attach CFD dialog box appears, with options that let the user browse for the 
XML file and then upload it by clicking the Upload button. 

 

Invoice uploads the file, and then displays the CFD icon in all relevant list screens in 
Invoice - in the figure below, the icon appears at the rightmost point, under With 
User Since in the Request List: 

 

Viewing the CFD XML File 

To view selected details of the XML file the user hovers over the CFD icon wherever it 
is displayed - the following fields appear: 

• Certificate Number 

• Vendor Description 

• Tax ID 

• Total Amount 
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Replacing and Deleting the Uploaded CFD XML File 

Since only a single CFD file type can be uploaded or is required for a request, 
uploading a new file automatically overwrites and replaces the existing file. If the file 
is to be deleted from the request, the user clicks Delete CFD on the Actions menu 
as shown in the figure below: 

 

Creating Audit Rules and Processor Queries for the CFD XML File 

The CFD XML file upload feature includes new audit rule fields, Has CFD XML File and 
Certificate Number that are used to build audit and workflow rules, and processor 
queries as well. In the figure below, the administrator builds a rule using the Has 
CFD XML File field that blocks submission when the request does not have a CFD 
image associated with it: 
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The same rule is shown below as a saved query built using options available to the 
processor using the Query > New Query menu command: 

 

 Refer to Invoice: Image Handling - Invoice Imaging Setup Guide and Invoice: 
Processor User Guide for more information. 

Concur Pay: Positive Pay Check Payment 

Overview  

Users of Invoice Pay can now use the 
Positive Pay extract to assist them when 
paying by the Check payment type. 
Positive Pay is a best practice method of 
preventing check fraud, by transmitting 
daily check information to a corporate bank, thereby only allowing payment of listed, 
verified checks.   

Benefits of Positive Pay 

A set of extract fields available in the Positive Pay extract yields data as the bank 
requires, eliminating most bridge programs and streamlining the overall process. 

How It Works 

Positive pay involves a list of checks generated by extraction from the Invoice 
system. This list is provided to the client's corporate bank who will, in turn, use it as 
a Pay/No Pay reference when client checks are processed. Each check number is 
verified against the list and, if matched, is paid by the bank or, if not found, is 
refused payment. If a check is voided and reissued, that too is included in the 
extract to ensure payment via the new check number.  

Extracting the Information from Invoice 

The client works with Concur to  build an extract with the fields the bank requires. A 
standardized Positive Pay extract is available for this purpose.  

Business Purpose 

This enhancement brings additional 
security and visibility to the Check 
Payment method in Concur Pay. 
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 Refer to Chapter 13: Positive Pay Extract of Invoice - Import and Extract File 
Specifications for more information. 

Support for Zero Amount Invoices 

Overview  

Many companies wish to work with 
invoices that have a zero Invoice Total, 
but do contain important information 
they want to track. For example, an 
invoice may include time tracking, 
contacting work, or be a part of substantiating documentation required for audit or 
tax compliance. 

To accommodate this, Invoice and Intelligent Capture now support an invoice made 
up of zero amount line items. These invoices are treated just as any other, which 
means they can be imported through a payment request import, and submitted 
alongside other invoices. 

 

Business Purpose 

This enhancement lets a company 
track objects via an invoice without the 
restriction of a dollar amount. 
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Section 2:  Known Issues 
Case ID Case/Defect Description 

091209-
000752 

Product/Feature: Invoice/Workflow 

Description: Workflow steps configured so that the Vendor Approval step 
precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) step are not supported. 

Workaround: The client should configure Workflow so that the Vendor 
Approval step never precedes the Cost Object Approval (COA) workflow step. 
Instead, the Vendor Approval step should follow the COA step. 
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Section 3:  Documentation Updates 

The following documentation changes are included in this service release. 

Release Notes Now Available in Product-Specific Documents 

Overview  

With this release the client can now 
choose from product-specific release 
notes, each document or group of 
documents matching a specific Concur 
offering. Now, if one administrator is 
tasked with reviewing resolved issues, 
they can download a document with only case information in it. The Invoice user can 
download either Invoice release notes, or both Invoice and Mobile if that solution 
applies to the client site. 

How It Works - Concur Client Central 

A table will now be displayed when the user logs in to Concur and proceeds to 
Release Documentation > Release Notes using the Resources menu. The design of 
the table allows the client to use the uppermost row of the table to quickly identify 
their Concur product and what notes are applicable to their solutions: 

 

Business Purpose 

Administrators can now build the set of 
release notes they need for their site 
without sorting through unnecessary 
material. 
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Each set of release notes include descriptions on the cover detailing what supporting 
products can be found within the document. For example, the client who reviews 
Expense Pay changes does so by downloading the Expense - Professional/Premium 
release notes. 

Help System Updates 

The Concur administrative Help systems now include links to release notes as well. 
When the user opens administrative Help (only), the leftside navigational area now 
features the What's New link for the product release notes, plus additional links to 
Mobile if that product is applicable to the solutions at the client site. 

 

With this update the administrator can now avoid logging in to Concur Client Central 
to view the release notes for their product(s). 

Restrictions 

To ensure security and "no see" restrictions, only the administrative Help systems 
(Expense Tools; Expense Admin; Invoice Admin, etc.) contain the release note links - 
no End User Help system allows viewing of the notes. 

Configuration 
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